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Energy Levels are Running High
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– and this year was no exception.
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The board began the session by looking back
at the many achievements during 2015 (and
there were many). This initial look backward at
our successes got the energy levels running
high and the creative juices flowing. A brainstorming session followed at which literally dozens of ideas on where CCI-T should be focusing future energies were put on the table. As
the board worked through those ideas, it was
apparent that a couple of clear streams were
emerging. Many ideas were grouped together
under the broad umbrella of communication/
marketing and others merged into what we will
see as Bill 106 Regulations are drafted.
As I mentioned in my message in the last issue
of condovoice, CCI as an organization needs
to celebrate its successes more openly and to
‘toot our own horn’. This sentiment came forth
at the planning session where it was decided to
strike a Marketing Committee. This committee
will work with the Communications, Education
and Membership Committees to better market
CCI as a brand, not only to our existing members, but also to the media, the general public

+
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Audio Podcasts
Now Available!

and to potential members about the great work
that we do on behalf of condominium owners.
I have great confidence that we will see some
terrific work done in this area.
Your CCI-Toronto board also discussed the
changes coming in the Regulations of Bill 106.
Communicating and educating our members
on exactly what these changes will mean for

A brainstorming
session followed
at which literally
dozens of ideas on
where CCI-T should
be focusing future
energies were put
on the table
them will be an important focus in the next year
and beyond. CCI-Toronto will be diligently following the drafting of these Regulations and
will be providing input to the Ministry wherever,
and however, we can. Mandatory education
for condominium directors will be an important
part of the new Act, and as the only not for profit
– Continued on page 44

Director Murray Johnson recently sat down with CCI Toronto
President, Mario Deo to discuss
the state of the Chapter. Their
extended audio interview is available at www.condopodcasts.ca
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Blame it on the Rain
Change is a natural phenomenon in the
evolution of a condominium community.
Residents come and go, as can those who
service the community and the directors
who sit on the Board. Unfortunately, with
change can come a tendency to throw predecessors “under the bus” by holding them
responsible for missteps or unpopular decisions of the past.
While it is understandable for any new
condominium director not to want to inherit ill will generated by those in their
place before them, a “culture of blame”
also gives rise to missed opportunities.
For that reason, I often encourage keen,
newly elected directors ready to make
sweeping changes to first take the time to
try to understand why the status quo came
to be. Inquiring into the reasoning behind
past decisions and shedding light on considerations that may not have been known
to anyone outside of the Board Room when
an unpopular path was chosen gives a condominium community the chance to learn
from the past. Making assumptions as to
why a particular direction was selected or
chalking what seems in hindsight as a foolish choice up to lack of intelligence risks
repeating mistakes or otherwise wasting
resources.
Change can be a very good thing, as can
getting “new blood” and new ideas into decision making. Yet, in the course of making
decisions that put the best overall, longterm interest of the entire condominium
first, should there not be more to it than
change for the sake of change? Informed,
intelligent decisions that select the best
course of action – or at least what seems
to be – at any given time would appear to
better advance everyone’s interests.

A veteran condominium director once
said to me that the most important thing
that a condominium President can do
is find a capable successor. When you
think about that sentiment against the
political nature of condominium life, and
the need to find scapegoats for mistakes
made from time to time, seamless succession is no easy task. Yet, for both the
promotion of community harmony and
an efficient use of resources, it appears to
be a good target.
The Apology Act, 2009 and, more recently,
a hit song by Justin Bieber, demonstrate
to us just how powerful saying sorry can
be. Outside of the context of ethics’ code
breaches, fraud and other illegal behaviour, should we consider shifting the
mindset of our condominium community
from embracing a culture of blame to a
culture of forgiveness of condominium
directors? Should it be okay for a Board
that saved its directors from the risk of
attracting personal liability and which
acted only in good faith yet still made an
unsuccessful decision to apologize and
offer transparency to allow successors to
take the reins better informed of the road
that has led to them? After all, they say
that April showers bring May flowers.

Marc Bhalla, BA, Q.Med,
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Bill 106
By Armand Conant,
Shibley Righton LLP
Joel Berkovitz,
Shibley Righton LLP

The Future of
Administrative
Authorities
AA’s create adaptability
and flexibility in the face
of rapid changes in the
condomonium industry

In our last article (fall 2015 issue) we
looked at the changes being proposed by
Bill 106 with respect to the governance
of condominium corporations in Ontario
(the government called this theme “How
Condos are Run”).
As many may know, Bill 106 actually
consists of two different statutes: (a) the
Protecting Condominium Owners Act,
2015 (“POCA”), which significantly and
dramatically amends most of the Condominium Act, 1998 (the “Act”); and (b)
the Condominium Management Services
Act, 2015 (“CMLA”), which deals with
the licencing and regulating of condominium property managers in Ontario.
Introduced in May 2015, the Bill passed

2nd Reading in mid-September. Then, in
October and early November, the Standing Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs held hearings, at which
stakeholders and individuals had the opportunity to make suggestions and comments on Bill 106 (maximum of about 8
minutes per speaker). In preparation for
speaking at the Standing Committee, the
Joint CCI (Toronto)/ACMO Legislative
Committee prepared and submitted a 24
page brief containing concerns and suggested changes to Bill 106. Then, representatives CCI (Toronto) and ACMO
spoke at the hearings. The Standing
Committee deliberated on the submissions from all stakeholders and then prepared its report.
The Committee’s report was submitted
to the government, changes were made
to the Bill, and then, on December 2nd,
it passed Second Reading. On December
3rd, Bill 106 received Royal Assent. This

does not mean it is now law. That happens
when Bill 106 has been proclaimed, and
that will not occur until the Regulations
have been completed. We hope that everything will be done by the end of 2016
or early 2017 (although we understand
that there is a chance that parts may be
proclaimed during 2016). Also, these
two statues will not necessarily, and
most likely will not, come into force at
the same time.
Regulations will play an incredibly
broader role under POCA. It adds nearly
30 new areas in which the government
may enact regulations, such as the form
and content of declarations, the training
required of directors and the delivery of
certain documents.
The purpose of deferring so much of the
application of the law to its regulations is
to give the government greater flexibility
in amending the law in the future. Laws
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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ILLUSTRATION BY CLAYTON HANMER

2015 was a certainly a year of significant
changes for the condominium industry,
and the pace of change will continue until
Bill 106 is proclaimed.

It adds nearly 30 new areas in which the
government may enact regulations, such
as the form and content of declarations,
the training required of directors and the
delivery of certain documents
can only be amended by acts of the legislature, while regulations can be amended
by Cabinet. If changes to the Regulations
are required in the future (for example, to
clarify them or to address an issue which
was not anticipated) it is hoped that this
flexibility will allow the government to
address the needs of the condominium
industry more quickly.
The Ministry of Government and Consumer Services will be seeking input
from stakeholders and the public, and
will continue its transparent reform process (e.g. publishing the draft regulations
at some point). CCI and ACMO will be
monitoring the progress, and have advised the Ministry that they remain
ready and willing to provide any assistance the government may need.
Although most of the changes that were
made to Bill 106 (between second and

8
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third Reading) were more of a cleanup
or clarification nature, one significant
change was the elimination of a condominium corporation’s right under s. 134
of the Act to terminate leases and evict
tenants for breach of the Act, or the corporation’s declaration, by-laws and rules.
It was decided that only the Landlord and
Tenant Tribunal should have the jurisdiction to terminate a tenancy under the
Residential Tenancies Act, 2006.
Administrative Authorities
In previous articles, we wrote about the
government creating two new and separate Administrative Authorities (AA’s).
One is for the Act (condo owners, corporations, developers, etc.), and we have referred to it as the “Condominium Authority” or “Condo Authority”. It will handle
functions under the amended Act, including providing director education, administering a registry of, and data about,

condominium corporations, and oversee a
specialized Tribunal to adjudicate certain
disputes, especially between condo owners/residents and their corporations. The
other Authority is for the licencing and
regulation of condo property managers
(the “CMLA”).
While the drafting of the Regulations is
ongoing, the government is moving forward with the creation of these two AAs.
In this article, we will explore them in
greater detail…
The first AAs were created in Ontario in
1976 (the Board of Funeral Services and
Tarion Warranty Corporation). However, their use was limited until the passage of the Safety and Consumer Statutes
Administration Act in 1996, which allowed
the Lieutenant Governor in Council to
delegate its powers and duties to authorities in order to administer certain statutes. Since that time, a number of AAs
have been created, including the Electrical Safety Authority (ESA), the TSSA
(Technical Standards and Safety Authority, TICO (for tourism), RECO, the Vintners Quality Assurance (VQA), and recently the Ontario Film Authority. This
growth in use of AAs reflects a broader
government trend towards their use as
specialized regulatory bodies for service
delivery for specific industries, and their
creation and use is expected to increase
significantly in the coming years.

AAs are not government bodies nor an
arm of government. They are distinct legal entities (not-for-profit corporations)
which are at arm’s length from the government. The AA assumes complete control
over its own financial, operational and
legal responsibilities under its operating
statute. This includes day-to-day services
such as inspections, setting and collecting
fees, licensing, and enforcement.
The AA itself is governed by an independent board of directors, with a majority
of members being selected by the board
and not by government. The directors
are typically drawn from key members
of the industry over which the AA has
jurisdiction. This gives AAs specialized,
industry-specific expertise.
AAs are overseen, but on a hands-off
manner, by their respective government
Ministries (the Ministry of Government
and Consumer Services for the Condo
Authority and the CMLA); however, the
Ministry remains accountable for the
AA’s performance. The Ministry can
also develop policy recommendations and
suggest changes to the AA’s governing
statute. Although the Ministry may liaise
with the AA on issues of its operation and
management, the real decision making
authority for the AA lies with its board
of directors.
Importantly, AAs are also self-financed
from fees collected, all on a cost-recovery
basis. In other words, except for start-up
funding, the government gives no money
to AAs and reciprocally, the fees collected to the AAs cannot, and will not, go
into the government’s general revenue.
This, therefore, makes AAs a particularly attractive regulatory system for cash
strapped and deficit laden governments.
The government has maintained its position that it expects that the Condo Authority will be primarily financed from
a monthly fee per condo unit (roughly
about $1) collected by the corporation
as part of their annual operating expenses. There will also be a user fee for
those who wish to pursue disputes before
the Tribunal and access the condo date
registry (in other words, user fees). The
CMLA will be financed by the licensing

This growth in use of AAs reflects
a broader government trend
towards their use as specialized
regulatory bodies for service
delivery for specific industries
fees paid by property managers.
The Ministry has just started the process
for the creation of the two AAs, by establishing two Advisory Groups that will
oversee the establishment of their respective AA. Each Advisory Group consists
of representatives from the respective
sectors of the industry and non-condo
industry people who have experience in
creating and running AAs.
Armand Conant was honoured to be asked
to sit on the Condo Authority Advisory
Group, along with Anne Gottlieb, Genevieve Chornecki, Tom Wright (Chair) and
Alison Knight. John Oakes and Dean McCabe are two individuals from the condo
management sector that were asked to sit
on the CMLA, along with Mary Catherine Lindberg, Mary Lou Gignac, Aubrey
LeBlanc and Gail Beggs (Chair).
The Advisory Groups will meet over the
next few months to oversee several key
steps, which include: (1) the incorporation of a not-for-profit corporation (that
becomes the AA), including its founding
documents and by-laws; (2) the establishment of business and strategic plans, and
(3) creating the governance structure
and policies for the AA.
Once created and established, the AAs
will be governed first by an interim
Board that is selected based on the recommendations and criteria established
by the Advisory Group. The interim
Board will then oversee the AA until
it is fully operational (e.g. establishing
procedures, protocols), at which time a
permanent Board of Directors will be appointed and take over.
It is the Board of the Condo Authority

that will really get it fully operational;
e.g. developing the curriculum for the
education of directors, developing the
condo guide book, setting up the condominium data registry and access rights
and fees, and most importantly, everything related to the Tribunal (guidelines
for such things as providing information
to the public, dispute resolution, criteria
for its Members (adjudicators), rules of
procedure and much more).
Although Bill 106 hopefully becomes law
by the end of 2016 or early 2017, and the
two AAs are created in 2016, most likely
they will not be fully operational until
later - possibly late 2018 or early 2019
(especially for the Tribunal under the
Condo Authority)
The legislative format of Bill 106 and the
regulatory structures created under it are
reflective of a newer approach to governing that is intended to be more nimble
and responsive to the needs of the condominium industry. The Ontario condominium industry has been in a phase of rapid
change for several years now, brought on
in part by the building boom in Toronto of
the last 2 decades. As we develop further,
the ability of the government and the AAs
to adapt the legislative regulations and the
oversight of the condominium industry to
changing times will be tested. But, in our
view, we are pleased that adaptability and
flexibility have been considered from the
outset.
As you can see, there is still a tremendous
amount of work to do, but real progress
has been made and will continue to be
made during 2016. So, as they say, “hold
onto your seat, it’s going to be a wild
ride”. Stayed tuned and we will keep you
advised as things progress. C V
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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Director Relations
By Mo Killu, B.Sc Hon, RCM
Board Member at TSCC 2037, and
VP Client Services, GPM Property Management Inc.

Nipping it
in the Bud!
Stopping Bad Behaviour
in the Board Room

Who can tolerate another Board Member
raising their voice, speaking profanities,
throwing tantrums, making all kinds
of accusations and lobbing in a couple of
derogatory comments? Certainly no one
who is a volunteer Board Member and absolutely not if you are the Property Manager! No one should have to put up with
this type of inappropriate behaviour. But
we do! The important question is to ask is
how to put an end to it?
One director’s difficult behaviour can take

He or she will
continue working
the system in their
favour, gaining
strength and
momentum at
each meeting

should seek remedies to allow for an effective meeting to take place.

a toll on the rest of the Board Members and
the Manager. It typically has a profound effect on the entire Board, which will usually
translate into ineffective decision making
about the corporation’s affairs.

House rules should be set up to ensure everyone is following the same guidelines. It
is helpful to have everyone acknowledge
and agree to abide by them… to ensure
that everyone is playing by the same rules.

We know that there are differing opinions
and views and we know that everyone at the
meeting should be permitted to be heard
and their ideas be taken into consideration;
however, if a particular Board Member continuously sabotages the meeting, then you

The Chair should have the authority to conduct the meeting, ensuring it is civilized
and runs smoothly. The Chair is put into
that position to control the meeting and
should follow the pre-arranged agenda. It
can be helpful for new business to be pro-

My past experience enables me to identify this type of behaviour, usually in early
stages. If the Board Member is allowed to
dominate meetings without “order in the
court”, then he or she will continue working
the system in their favour, gaining strength
and momentum at each meeting until it becomes unmanageable.
So, here are some general ideas to assist
keeping order in the Board Room…

CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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ILLUSTRATION BY CLAYTON HANMER

Anxiety? Stress? Headaches? Shortness
of Breath? What do these symptoms have
in common besides making someone feel
likely they want to crawl back into bed
and close the blinds? Just knowing that
you have your regularly scheduled Board
Meeting coming up on the third Thursday every month is manageable; however,
the on-going battle with an ineffective
Board Member whose ego is rip-roaring
to control every step of the meeting puts
the Manager or fellow Board Members in
escape mode. Let the battles begin!

12
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vided in advance of the meeting, in writing, or, if agreed by the Board, stated for
discussion at the beginning of the meeting.
This will help set the stage, ensure regular
business items on the agenda are adhered
to and (hopefully) let the meeting proceed
on reasonable timelines.
Each Board Member (new or existing)
should sign the CCI Code of Ethics conduct
form or equivalent codes that the Corporation’s solicitor has recommended. Board
Members should be familiar with the corporation’s Declaration, By-Laws and Rules
and Regulations, along with governance
protocols of the corporation, such as policies for addressing regular occurrences.

Each board
member should
sign the CCI Code
of Ethics conduct
form or equivalent
codes that the
corporation’s
solicitor has
recommended

The Board should ensure there is a level
of professionalism (usually it is the Chair’s
position to translate this information) and
respect when sharing opinions and making
decisions. Each member has one vote and it
should be remembered that voting is an acceptable method of decision making.

mon with some Boards, and it is appropriate
for the Chair to advise the Board Member
deviating from democracy to refer back to
the protocols governing the operations of
the condominium and perhaps encourage
them to attend CCI educational sessions
and seminars to become acquainted with
condo governance.

So what happens if a Board Member deviates from this method? This is not uncom-

What if the issue continues after several
meetings? Nip it in the bud! Ignoring the

issue tends to only make it worse, so addressing the concern directly with the
disruptive director is key. A discussion
that is designed to achieve a positive outcome is best, though in some instances
Boards need to involve professionals –
such as the Corporation’s lawyer or a mediator – to get onto the same page and
function effectively.
It is important to remember the phrase
“principles above personalities”. As Board
Members, no one needs to like each other,
hence principle above the personality. Not
every vote needs to be unanimous and not
everyone needs to be friends. When problems persist or escalate, in-fighting on a
Board can lead to requests for resignation,
others in the community being discouraged from getting involved themselves and
everyone’s time being wasted.
A condominium is a small community, and
a Board’s best interest is to run the community with harmony to ensure everyone has
a great place for everyone to live. Animosity can affect the entire community if not
nipped in the bud. C V
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Condo of the Year Quarter Finalist
By James M. Russell

A Poet’s Paradise:

WALDEN
POND
ONE
Left to Right:
Lynda Leaf, President
Mike Halladay, Vice President
Rosemary Chalmers, Corporate Secretary
Bob McCulloch, Treasurer
Colette Dagher R.C.M., Condominium Manager
Laura Holliwell, Director, Newsletter Editor
Dave Rannie, Director
Ken Sullivan, Director
14
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resident for twenty-one years, Rosemary
Chalmers doesn’t claim to be a poet,
but when asked why she loves Walden
Pond 1 her answer is reminiscent of
Thoreau or Chaucer.
“Because it’s fun, and very well run!”
PHOTOGRAPHY BY RON JOCSAK (except where noted)
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TWO MID-PAGE PHOTOGRAPHS SUPPLIED BY CONDO MANAGEMENT

And Rosemary is correct. A visitor to Walden
Pond 1 can’t help but notice the pristine
lobby and smiles on the faces of residents
congregating in the building’s spacious entrance as they come and go from their shopping junkets, or take a moment to chat with
a neighbour after picking up their mail.
Walden Pond 1 was named after Thoreau’s
seminal work, not, as many people assume,
after the nearby Waldon Pond, which sits
near the epicenter of the historic, but not
legal, ‘town’ of Unionville.
“Illegal?” you exclaim. Well, yes. Although
Unionville, named in part after Ira White’s
Union Mills, was once a ‘legal’ police village back in the late 1700’s, all such villages
were abolished in 1970. So today, the official designation of “Unionville” only ‘exists’
in people’s minds.
Walden Pond 1 is a ten storey, 142-unit
building, located at 55 Austin Drive that
sits on a massive plot of land, which it shares

with Walden Pond II, its sister building.

			 HEIR
impressive flower
beds, lawns and
landscaping, earned
Walden Pond 1
the Town of
Markham’s
prestigious Suzie
Award.

Surrounding the ten storey Walden Pond
1 is a rainbow-like landscape of red begonia, purple fountain grass, red vodka, lime
potato vine, yellow marigolds, blue ageratum, orange impatiens, lavender geraniums
and many, many other blooms. Their impressive flower beds, lawns and landscaping, earned Walden Pond 1 the Town of
Markham’s prestigious Suzie Award.
To the east is Markville Mall, a sprawling complex with over a hundred and fifty
stores and restaurants. While to the west
is Austin Drive Park a 5.58 hectare (13.8
acres) green space that contains a portion of
the Rouge River, a forest regeneration area,
two kilometers of pathways, and woods – a
picnicking, walking, running, and birdwatching paradise. The pond’s name comes
from the Old English words wealh and
denu which mean ‘foreigner’ and ‘valley’,
names given to a ‘Stranger from a Valley’.
The moniker is appropriate since the pond’s
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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360
360 Community Management Ltd.

Your Home. Your Community.
We Manage. We Listen.
Our condominium property managers embrace the concept and
culture that 360 Community Management represents. We provide
our condominium owners with a voice and a solution.

Chris Antipas, R.C.M., ACCI, President and CEO
360 Community Management Ltd.
80 Fulton Way, Unit 203, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1J5
Tel: 905.604.3602 Fax: 905.604.3609
Toll Free: 1.855.604.3602
www.360communitymanagement.ca
Proud Member of:
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Visit us on Social Media

		
HE
Board’s President
guesses that more
than half of the
residents are over
fifty, and that
retirees make up a
good portion of
that group

aqueous volume comes, in part, from the
‘strange’ waters flowing off the mall’s parking lot and overflow from the Rouge River,
a tributary that courses through many ‘valleys’ on its journey to mighty Lake Ontario.
Sandwiched between the shopper’s paradise and nature’s Elysium, Walden Pond 1
has long been a desirable building. Board
Treasurer, Robert McCulloch vividly remembers the day, more than five years ago,
when his wife Betty said to him, “Boy, if one
of those condos becomes available we have
to move fast.” And they did exactly that.
When Robert passed by Walden Pond 1
one day and noticed furniture being moved
out of the building, he immediately composed a short note and slipped it under the
owner’s door. “We eventually got a call,
visited the unit and decided immediately
to buy it.” Neither he nor Betty regrets their
rushed decision. “We love living in such an
active and very together community. And,
of course, there’s the proximity to everything,” adds Robert.
Left to Right:
Corrine Wong, Beryl Filer, and
group leader, Tessie Strader
participate in Qi Gong for Seniors

David Rannie, one of the Board’s seven Directors, had a very specific list of requirements when he and his wife began shopping
for an alternative to their multi-level house.
“We needed something on one level for my
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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wife. Something in a good community.
And preferably in a mature building.” They
already had friends who lived in Walden
Pond 1, so the transition to condominium
living was smooth, “My wife and I are very,
very happy here.”

•
•
•
•

As the law mandated, Walden Pond 1 had
to drop its ‘adult only’ designation years
ago, but Lynda Leaf, the Board’s President,
guesses that more than half of the residents
are over fifty, and that retirees make up a
good portion of that group.

•

Walden Pond 1’s Social Committee, made up
of Bill and Lola Guiler, Mike and Gail Halladay, Joyce Sherman, and Ken and Donna
Sullivan, justly deserve the credit for the impressive number of activities, which include:
• An annual “Meet Your Neighbour”
Sunday afternoon cocktail party
• Christmas “Sit Down” Turkey and Ham
Dinner and caroling
• Valentines Day and St. Patrick’s Day
events
• July 1st annual ‘Bring Your Own’
Luncheon
• Summer Barbeque

•

•
•

Bi-Weekly tea at 3:00 during the winter
A Summertime Picnic on their patio
Monday evening Bridge Nights
Tuesday morning Aqua Fit and Tuesday
evening’s Euchre
Wednesday afternoon Qi Gong and
Wednesday Tile Rummy
Thursday morning Yoga and Thursday
evening’s Euchre
Thursday night billiards
And Movie Night every other Friday

Walden Pond 1 also has a large and masterly organized library, thanks to the Board’s
Corporate Secretary and former librarian
Rosemary Chalmers.
‘Smoking’ and ‘furnishings’ are not popular subjects at board meetings. The Board
of Walden Pond 1 however, does not shy
away from challenges so when the Board
noticed an increase in complaints from
non-smoking residents about cigarette
smoke drifting into their units, the Board
drafted a non-smoking rule that, in July
2015, designated Walden Pond 1 – common
elements and individual units - as completely non-smoking. There is a ‘grandfather’

exception that allows the smokers already
in the building to continue smoking in their
units, but new residents may not smoke.
The Board’s move to protect the residents
from the harmful effects of second–hand
smoke has received wide approval from the
residents, as well as real estate agents who
are increasingly taking on clients looking
for smoke-free buildings.
Because the Board recognized the need to
better define the corporation’s responsibilities, in 2014, the Board took on the challenge of drafting a Standard Unit By-Law
to establish what constituted ‘basic furnishings.’ Many condominium owners had upgraded their furnishings in their units, so
it was necessary to define which improvements, such as flooring and kitchen cabinet
facings, the corporation was responsible to
insure’. “Our new Standard Unit By-Law
took months of work,” says Michael Halladay, the Board’s Vice-President. “But
it is something that every condominium
Board needs,” adds Laura Holliwell, who
not only serves as one of the Board’s Directors but she is also the creative force
behind Walden Pond 1’s award-winning

JCO & Associates have specialized in the refurbishment of condominium
common elements for over 24 years, offering cost effective, creative solutions that enhance the look and marketability of your condominium. We
pride ourselves in providing the highest quality of service and workmanship.
Please visit our web site at www.jcoandassociates.com to view our current
and past projects or contact us at 416-724-4237.

JCO is a member in good standing with ACMO (Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario), CCI (Canadian Condominium Institute), IDC (Interior Design of Canada) and
TCA (Toronto Construction Association). All our work is guaranteed and can be certified by a Performance Bond issued by Zurich Insurance for performance, material and labour.
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Rosemary Chalmers, Librarian

as forty residents turn out for the Fireside
Chats - more than some Boards can hope for
at their AGMs. And speaking of AGMs, the
Board sets aside time both before and after
their AGM for residents and Board members to socialize in a relaxed atmosphere.

quarterly newsletter.
The nine-page newsletter, delivered to each
suite in March, June, September and December, is just one of the communication
tools the Board uses to stay in contact with
residents. “Our newsletter serves to educate, entertain and inform residents about
their condominium,” says Laura. In addition to a regular ‘Message from the President’, the newsletter contains comprehensive information about Board decisions and
their related costs, community happenings,
and reminders about recycling processes.
Walden Pond 1’s Board also makes effective use of the conventional and digital
notice boards installed in their mailroom
and on each parking level, door-to-door
handouts and a dedicated TV channel
piped into each suite.
Fireside Chats, an open discussion forum
for residents, are held four evenings a year
and attended by Lynda and, at least, one
other Board member. Some of the topics of
discussion include new legislation, building
related updates from the past three months
and financial matters. Typically, as many

		
ALDEN
Pond 1 also has a
large and masterly
organized library,
thanks to the
Board’s Corporate
Secretary and former
librarian Rosemary
Chalmers

The Board’s success in maintaining effective communication is not restricted to
Walden Pond 1’s property line. “We have a
great relationship with Don Hamilton, our
local Councilor,” says Lynda. Not only does
Mr. Hamilton attend many of Walden Pond
1’s social functions but he is their liaison
with City Hall, recently helping the Board
convince the City of Markham to lengthen
the ‘signal duration’ at a nearby intersection
to allow residents with mobility challenges
time to complete their journey from one
side of the four-lane boulevard to the other.
Typically, any condominium approaching its thirtieth birthday would find their
building suffering from age-related failures
but not Walden Pond 1, “Our current, and
previous Boards have been quite forward
looking” says Lynda, who points out that
the only major repair looming in the distance is a roof renovation.
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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“Selfie

A CONTEST THAT IS FUN AND EASY
TO ENTER. ALL YOU NEED IS A COPY
OF CONDOVOICE AND A CAMERA!
HOW TO ENTER:
1. TAKE A PICTURE OF CONDOVOICE IN AN
INTERESTING LOCATION
2. E-MAIL YOUR PHOTO TO INFO@CCITORONTO.ORG
ENTRIES ACCEPTED UNTIL MIDNIGHT ON
MARCH 31, 2016
If you miss the contest deadline, we will still be accepting CV
Selfies but rather than having the chance to win a prize for your
submission, you instead may find your photo featured in a future
edition of CONDOVOICE and be credited for your photo.
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Photo Contest!

This contest is open only to Ontario
residents over the age of 18 who
are either: (1) members of CCI
Toronto; or (2) non-members who
attended a course presented
by CCI Toronto in 2015-16. The
contest is not open to professional
photographers. No purchase is
necessary. The winning picture
will be selected by CCI Toronto’s
Communications Committee based
upon what it determines, at its sole
discretion, to be the most creative
and entertaining entry. The prize
must be accepted AS AWARDED and
no cash equivalent or substitution is
available to the winner. By entering
the photo contest, you grant CCI
Toronto permission to publish and
otherwise circulate your picture in

condovoice magazine and by way
of its social media accounts and
website at its sole discretion. CCI
Toronto is not responsible for any
entries which are not received for
technical or other reasons and
encourages all participants to
verify that their entry has been
received prior to the submission
deadline. Once submitted and
received by CCI Toronto, you will
not be permitted to withdraw your
photo from the contest without CCI
Toronto’s express written consent.
CCI Toronto will not be liable for
any amount in connection with
this contest beyond the value of
the prize. Please contact info@
ccitoronto.org with any questions or
concerns.

David Williamson, Superintendant,
a.k.a. “Super Dave,” standing
next to the “Chiller”, in the airconditioning unit room.

Walden Pond 1’s current Board is made up
of Lynda Leaf, President; Robert McCulloch, Treasurer; Rosemary Chalmers, Corporate Secretary and Social Coordinator;
Michael Halladay, Vice-President; Laura
Holliwell, Director and Newsletter Editor;
Ken Sullivan, Director and David Rannie,
Director. Now a seven-member condominium Board for a 142 unit condominium
building could seem unwieldy to some, but
this Board works with focus, commitment,
energy, efficiency and foresight. To help
prepare for the unimaginable, the Board
not only conducts yearly fire drills, but the
Board members, as well as staff and interested residents, attend a yearly fire safety
presentation by the Markham Fire and
Emergency Services. There is also an annual Health and Safety session for all staff.
“The Board is fun to work with,” says Colette
Dagher, Walden Pond 1’s Property Manager.
“They are very enthusiastic and never refuse
a repair or upgrade.” Collette, who has nine
years of property management experience,
comes from a human resources background
and has a superintendent, a cleaner and the
24/7 gate house staff under her supervision.

“She (Collette) works incredibly hard, is
very conscious of our money, and a great
bargainer,” says Lynda. “And Collette is
very personable,” adds Ken Sullivan.

			

HE

Boards of Walden
Pond 1 have
replaced a chiller,
boilers, upgraded
their water booster
pumps and installed
LED sensor
lighting in the
parking garage,
along with CO2
detectors.

Over the past ten years, the Boards of
Walden Pond 1 have replaced a chiller,
boilers, upgraded their water booster
pumps and installed LED sensor lighting
in the parking garage, along with CO2
detectors. The Board topped up York
Region’s $75 rebate to $100 for residents
who participated in the Region’s Low
Flow Toilet Program. The Board also negotiated a bulk rate for any resident who
wanted to upgrade their taps and toilet
hoses. Looking to the future, the Board
is considering installing solar panels on
the roof.
In their wisdom, the residents of Walden
Pond 1 invested not only in a brick and plaster castle, but in a well-run and friendly
community guided by gentleness and good,
and as Mr. Thoreau once said:
“Goodness is the only investment that
never fails.” C V
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Shibley Righton LLP
Condo Law Group

We know
strategy.

Toronto: 250 University Ave., Suite 700, Toronto, ON M5H 3E5
T: 416.214.5207 | T: 877.214.5200 | F: 416.214.2407

Offices in Toronto, Hamilton and Windsor

shibleyrighton.com | condoinfo@shibleyrighton.com
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Case Law Update
Richard Elia B. Comm., LL.B., LL.M. (ADR), A.C.C.I.,
Megan Molloy B.A. (Hons), LL.B. and
Victor Yee, Hons. B.A., J.D.
Elia Associates PC Barristers and Solicitors

Decisions From
the Courts
The Impact on Your
Condominium Corporation
Couture v. TSCC No. 2187, 2015
ONSC 7596; Couture v. TSCC
No. 2187, 2016 ONSC 161
“In this case, like so many others involving
neighbours, a discrete issue was allowed to
escalate out of hand causing needless distress
and expense. Like excellent tacticians, the parties let their counsel attack while they sat and
watched for weakness. What they did not do
was to act like good neighbours. They were
not of the body.”
Perhaps the Honourable Justice F.L. Meyers, who presided in the recent case of Polly
Ann Couture v. Toronto Standard Condominium Corporation No. 2187, felt it necessary to include these sentiments in the
overview of his decision to emphasize that
disputes within a condominium corporation, unlike many other types of conflict,
are especially complicated as the parties
involved remain in close proximity to
each other. While condominium corporations embody community living, unlike
traditional single family homes, there are
rarely “high fences” in place to facilitate
good, neighbourly behaviour.
In Couture, what should have been a
trite issue escalated into a clash of wills

between the parties, passing beyond anything resembling amicable or neighbourly
behaviour, and was permitted to drag on
without regard to the harm being caused
on both sides. In his Judgment rendered on
December 4, 2015, nearly four years after
the dispute began, Justice Meyers is forthright in his disapproval of the strategic
gamesmanship and generally unreasonable conduct exhibited over the course of
the dispute.
The facts are unremarkable: consistent
with many newer condominium corporations, parking availability came at a premium at TSCC 2187, a development with
44 residential units and only 32 parking
spaces. Parking spaces at TSCC 2187 were
therefore leased to residents on a priority and restrictive basis, and any change
in residency resulted in the termination
of the parking lease. Additionally, nonfunctioning and unlicensed vehicles were
not permitted to be stored in the garage to
avoid having other residents wait to obtain
a spot to facilitate active transportation.
When it discovered that Ms. Couture’s
vehicle parked in space #20 had an expired license plate, two flat tires, and was
uninsured, TSCC 2187’s Board of Direc-

tors wrote to her on January 31, 2012, requiring that she bring her car into good
standing by February 29, 2012, and requested that she confirm her intentions
by February 15, 2012. When Couture did
not respond, the Board sent a further letter on February, 29, 2012, extending the
deadline to bring her car into good standing to March 31, 2012, failing which, her
parking privileges would be withdrawn
to allow other deserving residents the opportunity to rent her spot. The Board also
returned Couture’s post-dated common
expense cheques for the months of April
and May 2012, as they included $50 for
the parking rent.
Couture responded on March 28, 2012,
advising that while she had not received
the first letter, she had immediately sent
her car to the auto shop upon receipt of
the Board’s February 29, 2012 correspondence. Couture also took issue with the
Board’s interpretation of her rights to
the parking space, and argued that she
retained exclusive use of the space irrespective of her ownership of a vehicle,
working or otherwise. As such, Couture
re-submitted her maintenance cheques for
April and May to the Board, inclusive of
the parking rent.
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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Rather than seizing the opportunity to
have an amicable discussion regarding
the issue, the Board responded by reminding Couture of its “exclusive authority to
assign parking spaces to an owner on a
priority basis,” and confirmed that, due to
her failure to provide the Board with any
supporting documentation regarding her
vehicle, her parking privileges would be
withdrawn as of April 1, 2012, prior to the
expiration of the Board’s own previously
set deadline of March 31, 2012.
The parties lawyered up and a clash of
wills ensued. Couture refused to submit
common expense cheques that did not
include the $50 parking rent component,
and TSCC 2187 continued to refuse to accept them. Couture invited TSCC 2187 to
mediate the matter; however, the Board
took the position that Couture had no
valid claim, and so there was no dispute
to mediate. The inevitable, but entirely
avoidable result, was a lien being registered against Couture’s unit for her failure
to pay common expenses.
Although Couture made payment under
protest, the additional legal costs associated with the lien further entrenched the
parties, and matters continued to escalate.
Around this time, the Board began fielding complaints that Couture’s husband
was behaving abusively and harassing
other residents. As a result, the police were
involved, charges were laid, and the Board
began levying $250 administration fees
(or fines) against Couture, purportedly to
cover the costs incurred to TSCC 2187 in
addressing her husband’s conduct.
In light of TSCC 2187’s refusal to mediate,
Couture served the Board with a notice of
arbitration in May 2013; however, TSCC
2287 failed to respond within five days as
was required in accordance with its own
By-law. Additional correspondence ensued, accompanied by more name-calling,
threats of proceedings, and threats of costs,
with TSCC 2187 levying further administrative fees against Couture as a result.
TSCC 2187 then registered a second lien
against title to Couture’s unit in August
2013 in the amount of $14,511.16, which,
according to the Court, included fees of
thousands of dollars incurred back to 2009.
Finally, on September 13, 2013, Cou-

While condominium
corporations embody
community living,
unlike traditional
single family homes,
there are rarely “high
fences” in place to
facilitate good,
neighbourly behaviour
ture commenced an Application against
TSCC 2187, seeking, among other relief,
an order that her parking privileges be
restored, repayment of money paid to have
the first lien discharged, the discharge of
the second lien, an injunction preventing
the Board from treating her unfairly, and
various monetary damages. However, the
Application was put on hold when Couture’s husband was arrested in November
2013 as a result of allegations of assault
arising as a result of disputes with neighbours, and Couture moved out of TSCC
2187 in 2014 and sold her unit in June 2015
after making payment for the second lien
under protest, alleging safety concerns as
her reasoning.
After a two year hiatus, the Application ultimately proceeded on December 1, 2015,
and, not surprisingly:
1. Regarding the termination of Couture’s parking lease, the Court found
that, having set out a notice period in
which it required Couture to show only
some steps to comply, TSCC 2187 was
then bound to refrain from terminating Couture’s rights until the notice
period ran its course;
2. The Court concluded that TSCC 2187
had acted illegally and oppressively towards Couture, holding that the liens
were invalidly registered against title
to her unit, and were used by TSCC
2187 to punish Couture in legal fees
rather than as bona fide methods to collect amounts actually fairly subject to
lien rights; and
3. TSCC 2187 was also found to have acted
in violation of its own by-laws by refus-

ing to participate in mediation and arbitration, and the repeated administrative fines levied against Couture were
held by the Court to be ultra vires the
scope of TSCC 2187’s authority.
However, while Couture was entitled to
expect lawful, good faith, and neighbourly
treatment from the Board, the Court further found that:
1. Couture was plainly engaged in perpetuating an agenda of her own, and
determined that she too had failed to
conduct herself or the proceedings on
a reasonable basis; and
2. In almost four years, Couture failed to
produce any evidence demonstrating
that she had ever had her car restored
to working order.
As such, the Court determined that Couture did not suffer any harm or compensable loss from TSCC 2187’s breach of her
parking rights, and queried why Couture
would have engaged in such a “horrendous
escalation of hostilities” if she did not need
parking for anything other than the storage of a “junker”.
Nonetheless, as the Court found that
TSCC 2187 had wholly ignored Couture’s
legitimate expectations and failed to conduct its affairs reasonably and in good
faith, Couture was awarded Judgment in
the amount of $15,623.05, plus prejudgment interest, which was inclusive of the
return of funds that she paid out on the
liens under protest and $1,000.00 as nominal damages for oppression. However, in
light of the Court’s disapproval of both
parties’ conduct and the unnecessary escalation of the within matter without regard to the harm being caused or the costs
incurred in excess of $100,000, the parties
were left to bear their own costs.
Author’s Note: This case underlines the importance of taking steps to manage disputes in
condominium cases and serves as a warning
to parties on the dangers of escalating conflict,
which often spirals completely out of control
and imposes harsh negative sanctions on all
parties involved. The Court also engages in a
discussion of Section 134 of the Condominium
Act, acknowledging that while the provision
provides a condominium corporation with a
broad right of recovery for costs incurred in
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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obtaining compliance orders, it “unfortunately
incentivizes recalcitrant, litigious behaviour
by condominium boards of directors and their
advisors whom may be so inclined.” This is
consistent with a string of cases over the past
years, which push back against a condominium
corporation’s ability to recover full costs. Justice Meyers goes on to caution Boards against
commencing litigation with the view towards
utilizing any judgment obtained to attach a
lien to the owner’s unit to recover their full
indemnity costs.
MacDonald v. Chicago Title Insurance
Co. of Canada (Ontario Court of
Appeal, December 3, 2015)
For many, the purchase of a home is the
largest transaction that they will ever
be involved in. A purchaser’s lawyer has
a professional obligation to advise their
client of the various options available to
ensure that the purchaser receives what
was bargained for.
Traditionally, the lawyer would carry out
a series of on- and off- title searches and
provide an opinion regarding title. More
commonly now is the use of title insurance, which allows for cost savings for
the purchaser since some of the searches
need not be carried out. The most common form of homeowners’ title insurance
covers damages arising out of defects in
the property’s title that, although undiscovered before the closing date, may later

Pursuant to a 2005
agreement lawyers
were no longer required
to conduct off-title
searches where a title
insurance policy
had been purchased
by the homebuyer
have consequences for the purchaser. For
example, a purchaser who obtains title insurance is not required to obtain a tax certificate to confirm that property taxes assessed against the property have been paid
up to closing. If the purchaser discovers
after closing that this is not the case, title
insurance typically covers the purchaser
for the property taxes not attributable to
the purchaser’s period of ownership.
In MacDonald, the homeowners discovered after closing that the previous owner
had removed load-bearing walls of their
house, without the necessary permits, rendering the property unsafe and causing
the City of Toronto to issue a work order
against the property in relation to this alteration. The homeowners claimed under
their Title Policy, issued by the Chicago
Title Company of Canada, for the cost

of the temporary and permanent repairs
needed to make their house structurally
sound again. The title insurer denied their
claim, and a trial judge ruled in the insurer’s favour.
On December 3, 2015, three judges of the
Ontario Court of Appeal unanimously
overturned the trial ruling, holding that
the trial judge was incorrect in limiting the intended scope of title insurance
policies, and that he had failed to understand that municipal work orders are not
regularly registered on title. The Court
of Appeal ruled that work orders are title
defects which are only discovered when
the purchaser’s lawyer conducts an off-title
search of the property, and that pursuant
to a 2005 agreement between the Law
Society of Upper Canada and the major
title insurance carriers in Ontario, lawyers
were no longer required to conduct offtitle searches where a title insurance policy
had been purchased by the homebuyer.
Author’s Note: Status Certificate reviews
are another example of off-title searches carried out during the purchase of a condominium
property, and are normally required by a title
insurer. However, when considering unauthorized alterations to the exclusive-use common elements, it is not uncommon for same to
be left off of the Status Certificate. Care should
be taken to ensure that such alterations are addressed before closing, to help prevent a greater
dispute from arising down the road. C V
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Best Practices
By Scarlett Guy,
Minute Takers Inc.

Taking Professional
Condominium
Meeting Minutes
How Does ‘Best Practices’ Apply to
Your Condominium’s Meeting Minutes?

Defining ‘Best Practice’
According to Wikipedia, ‘Best Practice’ is
a business buzzword that is often used to
describe the process of developing and following a standard way of doing things that
multiple organizations can use to maintain
quality, as an alternative to mandatory
legislated standards. A key strategic talent required when applying best practice
to organizations is the ability to balance

the unique qualities of an organization
with the practices that it has in common
with others.
Investopedia describes ‘best practice’ as
a set of guidelines, ethics or ideas that
represent the most efficient or prudent
course of action, while The Best Practice
Network maintains that best practices are
often exemplary behaviours modeled into
processes. Conceptually, best practices are
ethical, legal, fair, replicable, and applicable to anyone within an organization; they
are “Best Practices” because their implementation aims at improving an organization’s performance through additional
accountability, compliance, transparency
and risk control.
So, how does ‘best practices’ apply to condominium meeting minutes? Let us consider the What, Why, Who and How, and
go from there …
What are Minutes?
There is significant inconsistency in people’s understanding of what minutes in fact
are intended to be. The Free Legal Diction-

ary defines meeting minutes as the written
record of an official proceeding; the notes
recounting the transactions occurring at
a meeting or official proceeding; a record
kept by courts and corporations for future
reference. The term ‘Minutes’ is derived
from a Latin term that essentially means,
‘small record’. Minutes as a corporate record are merely to consist of a brief, concise
summary of the business transacted by the
Board as a whole and the decisions taken by
the collective group. Detail is limited to a
brief summary of the issue(s) under discussion and the outcome thereof (i.e. Motion/
decision or Action/direction). The information to be included is merely to describe
how the Board as a whole reasonably came
to reasonable decisions.
It should always be kept in mind that minutes are considered to be legal documents
by auditors, tax authorities and the courts
and represent the actions of the Board. They
should never become political in nature or
present the various positions/agendas of
the individual members. In short, minutes
are not a blow-by-blow, verbatim or ‘he said,
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ILLUSTRATION BY JAMIE BENNET

Over the past 25+ years of taking minutes,
I have happily observed a definite shift
among condominium professionals and
their Boards of Directors toward a desire
for good governance and best practices in
the business of managing and overseeing
condominium corporations. This has taken
the form of formal training and professional
‘RCM’ designations for property managers, a move toward mandatory education
of condominium directors, and the rise of
specialized expertise in the various sectors
involved with condominiums, including
legal, financial and accounting, construction/trades, mechanical, interior décor, and
of course, professional meeting minutes.

she said’ account of everything said at the
meeting.
Why Take Minutes?
Again, there is a lack of understanding of
what meeting minutes are intended for.
Minutes are produced as a legal record
for the purpose of documenting the decisions that are made by the collective
Board/Committee on behalf of the organization. Professional, unbiased and
non-political minutes do not reflect the
micro-detail format that so often gets

Boards into trouble when certain individuals view those types of minutes or
when they hit the courts.
It is also important to have a proper understanding of what minutes, as a corporate record, should not consist of. They
are not intended to describe all of the
details surrounding a topic of discussion
or to document who voted how. (Passed
motions should simply state, ‘Motion carried’). The minutes are not intended to
be used as a management ‘tracking tool’.

(Managers and meeting attendees should
take their own notes in order to follow up
on actions for which they are responsible.)
The minutes are not intended to be used
as a communication vehicle. (Information
to owners and residents should ideally
be disseminated via newsletters, meeting summaries, communiqués and the
like. Section 55 of the Condominium Act,
1998 has specific guidelines for viewing of
minutes by authorized parties, including
unit-owners.)
Who Should Take Your Minutes?
Is it prudent to ask a volunteer residing in
your condominium to take the minutes?
How about an acquaintance of one of the
directors on the Board? Or the property
manager? Or, as many people believe,
should the job go to the Board Secretary?
Most importantly, do any of these approaches fit with ‘best practice’?
Consider this: Minute-taking is somewhat of an ‘art’ and is a special expertise
in its own right. In many cases, non-professionals have an improper understanding of the importance of the minutes as
an official record of their organization.
In-house staff or volunteer directors
often are not sufficiently cognizant of
the type of information to be included
in minutes and do not have the specific skills that are required to produce
proper minutes. Further, anyone taking
minutes cannot properly participate in
discussions. And it’s nearly impossible
to ‘fire’ a volunteer!

FOR ALL YOUR MECHANICAL NEEDS
Helping you understand a building’s anatomy to save money
and maximize the life span of your equipment.
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS

BUILDING AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

MECHANICAL RETROFIT

t: 905 282 0728
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From a best practices and good governance standpoint, there is significant
value in utilizing professional expertise
for this very important function. Here are
just a few reasons:
• A trained minute-taker understands
what should/shouldn’t go into minutes.
• A professional minute-taker follows
best practice protocols to ensure
transparency in documenting amendments that are made to minutes. (We
have seen the entire gamut of attempts
to ‘tamper’ with minutes, to ‘re-write
history’, unnecessary changes to reflect someone’s personal editorial
preferences or desire for added, ex-

traneous detail, etc.)
• Someone external to the organization
is beneficial for reasons of confidentiality. An independent minute-taking
company generally requires all of its
minute-takers to sign a confidentiality agreement as a matter of course.
• Using an outside, impartial professional minute-taking service reduces
the potential for bias and prejudice.
• A professional minute-taker understands how and when to document
sensitive information and to maintain
the necessary privacy. (Believe me, the
less detail, the better!)
• Using an outside service will ensure
coverage no matter whether sickness
or other personal circumstances cause
the staff or Board member to be absent
from the meeting.
• Hiring a third-party professional
minute-taking service to take and
produce the meeting minutes frees up
valuable time that would otherwise be
spent by the volunteer director or staff
member.
In short, professional minute-takers are
a third perspective in a Board room as a
neutral party and a team player in conjunction with the Board and management
team, who can subtly provide direction

Minute-taking
is somewhat of
an ‘art’ and is a
special expertise
in its own right.

component, starting with a management report that contains the relevant background
information and recommendations to assist the Board in coming to an appropriate and prudent decision, and pre-meeting
preparation by the individual directors to
familiarize themselves with the information
necessary to make those decisions.

How Can You Help Your Minute-Taker?
All too often a minute-taker faces the unhappy challenge of trying to figure out
what needs to go into the minutes, while
working ‘blind’ without sufficient documentation, lack of background information, poor or non-existent meeting structure, and volatile interpersonal dynamics
and conflicts.

From a practical standpoint, here are some
best practice measures you can take to ensure quality minutes:
• Ensure that the minute-taker is supplied with all of the meeting materials that are provided to the other
meeting attendees. Ideally, the
meeting agenda and management
report should be sent several days
before the meeting, to allow time for
advance preparation. The remaining material, i.e. copies of quotes,
correspondence, reports and other
information, should be provided to
the minute-taker upon arrival. This
is crucial for ensuring that motions
are complete and accurate and contain all of the details required by the
auditor who conducts the year-end
financial audit. An informed minute-taker is your best minute-taker!

First of all, it is important to respect your
minute-taker as part of the team of expertise that helps you oversee your corporation.
The minute-taker is a trained professional,
not just a fly on your wall! And secondly,
proper preparation by all parties is a key

• Remember that the minute-taker
is trained to focus on the issue and
the outcome. Detail is pared down
to include only what is relevant to
the outcome (to provide appropriate
context) or to outline any concerns

and focus at meetings and be a positive
influence on a Board.

Insurance that gives you peace of mind.

The value and protection your unit owners deserve.
Call for a free info package for your building.
1.877.627.6222 • www.condogold.ca
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to be followed up. The minutes are
not supposed to be a ‘re-hash’ of the
management report!
• When a set of prior minutes is
presented for approval, the focus
should be on whether those minutes represent a valid record of the
decisions that were made by the
Board at that particular meeting.
The Board should agree by majority consensus on any amendments
that are deemed necessary to ensure the accuracy of the minutes
as a record of the business that was
transacted by the Board at that

meeting, which are then documented in the minutes of the meeting at
which such approval took place (to
evidence transparency and proper
authorization of the changes that
were agreed to).
• The Chair of the meeting should
ensure that the Board stays on task
and that discussions are focused on
the decisions that need to be made.
A decision should be clearly reiterated so that everyone, including
the minute-taker, is clear on the
final outcome. If a decision cannot

be made within a reasonable timeframe, the discussion should focus
on what further action is required
in order to allow the Board to come
to an appropriate decision. This too
should be clearly summarized, so
that the minute-taker can document what action is to be taken, and
who is responsible for carrying out
that action.
• Remember that the minute-taker is
not privy to ‘behind the scene’ discussions and/or decisions that may
have taken place between meetings. The minute-taker should be
provided with the details of such
decisions, and motions should be
passed at the meeting to formally
ratify such decisions so they can be
properly documented as part of the
official record. The auditor is not
interested in reading your emails;
he/she relies on your minutes!
• Allow your minute-taker freedom
to ask for clarification. Often in
such cases, there may be another
person in the room who is also
unclear on what the final decision
was! A well-run meeting with a
clear summary of the outcome of
each discussion will go a long way
to ensure that the minutes are accurate.
• At the end of each meeting, the date
and time of the next meeting should
be clearly stipulated. In this way,
there is a greater likelihood that the
same minute-taker will be available
for your next meeting, and has the
added benefit of providing notice of
the next meeting to absent Board
members. To enhance continuity, it
would be preferable if the minutetaking company is provided with a
schedule of meetings in advance, so
they can attempt to book the same
person as far as possible.
Hopefully, these insights from a minute-taker’s perspective will help to
ensure that the minutes of your condominium meetings provide a proper
record of the decisions that were made
by the Board of Directors on the Corporation’s behalf! C V
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Trending Condo Issues
By Patrick Greco, BASc, LL.B
Miller Thomson LLP

KITEC
Plumbing
Update
What’s Coming
Down the Pipe?

Much has been written about KITECtype plumbing in condominium buildings. For those who are not familiar with
KITEC-type plumbing, the basics are as
follows:
• KITEC (also marketed under other
names) is a type of flexible polyethylene
piping which was used as a replacement
for copper piping in a number of condominium projects built between 1995
and 2007.
• The piping was used in both the common elements and individual units.
• Its flexibility made it easier to work
with than traditional copper piping.
• Hot water lines employing KITEC piping have been found to fail in certain
conditions. Unlike the familiar “pinhole” leaks, failure in KITEC pipes
usually results in a burst followed by
high-volume flooding.
• A class action settlement (worth $100
million) became effective on January
9, 2012 for replacement claims in the
United States and Canada. While condominium corporations are encour-

DANGER?

aged to submit claims, the large number of claims to be paid pro rata will
likely result in only nominal recovery
per corporation. These amounts will
not be finally adjusted until the end of
the claims period in 2020 and buildings that have had leaks will be paid out
before those that have not.
Perception versus Reality?
It is worth noting that although it has
been 20 years since the first use of KITEC,
many corporations have had it in their
buildings without incident. This begs the
question – were certain batches of the piping or methods of installation more prone
to failure than others? We may never be
able to answer that question definitively.
Anecdotally, at least, many property
managers of buildings built with KITEC
piping will tell you that they have had far
more leaks from other piping than from
KITEC.
This may be a case of perception over reality – perception that KITEC piping is

more likely to damage. We in real estate
have seen this phenomenon before in the
context of other construction materials
(such as urea formaldehyde foam installation (UFFI)) where an issue is raised over
a construction material issue and, once it
seeps into the public consciousness, it can
be blown out of proportion and create a
stigma that is disproportionate to its actual risk.
Indeed, the Real Estate Council of Ontario (RECO), the governing body for real
estate agents in the province, has taken
the public position that the existence of
KITEC plumbing can be considered a
“material fact”, a realtor’s failure of which
to disclose could constitute a breach of
RECO’s Code of Ethics.
So then, how does a condominium corporation deal with all of this information,
and the fears that may accompany it? In
particular, how does a condominium corporation deal with disclosure of KITEC
in a status certificate? Let’s look at two
possible scenarios:
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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Providing Property Management for:
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CONTACT: SUZANNE BOTNICK
Business Development Manager

Tel: 416.640.6730 x.119 • Fax: 416.932.9435
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1) The “Imminent Danger” Corporation
While unfortunate, the scenario that is
easier to deal with is the corporation in
which there has been a KITEC failure
or where expert plumbing/engineering advice reveals that there are signs
that failure is imminent. For these corporations, there is reasonable evidence
to suggest that the KITEC in both
the common elements and the units
should be replaced, preferably by one
contractor retained by the corporation,
to ensure consistency. The unit repairs
would be billed to the unit owners. The
existence of KITEC and replacement
efforts should be reflected in paragraph
12 of any status certificates until the
replacement project is complete.

that every project is different. It must also
be kept in mind that, when KITEC was
installed, it was an approved construction
product.
KITEC ceased being sold in 2007.The
last buildings in which it was installed
are nearing a decade in age. Unless there
is hard evidence establishing that a declarant knowingly installed a faulty product,
it would be difficult to pursue a declarant that probably has no remaining as-

sets, especially where key evidence may
be lost to time. In buildings where there
have been no incidents, the easiest defence
is that there is nothing wrong with the
KITEC piping, as indicated by a decade of
problem-free performance.
In many cases, the legal fees that would
be spent litigating may be better spent on
keeping the Corporation well-maintained
and competitive in a busy condominium
market. C V

2) The “Wait-and-See” Corporation
What about cases where a corporation has learned that its building contains KITEC plumbing but which has
no reason to believe it is at imminent
risk (beyond the general knowledge
of KITEC’s flaws)? This is the more
difficult situation. The Board is left to
balance the competing interests of protecting the Corporation from liability
for an incident arising from a KITECrelated leak versus not causing undue
alarm (and the related fear of decreased
saleability) by disclosing KITEC on a
status certificate even though there has
never been a leak.
A corporation cannot favour resale prices
over complying with the Condominium
Act in failing to disclose circumstances
which may result in an increase in common expenses. Therefore, in most instances, a building that contains KITEC
plumbing ought to disclose this fact in status certificates. Alternatively, if sufficient
support can be attained, a building in this
situation may opt to replace its KITEC
prophylactically so as to remove any mention from its status certificate. There are
no easy answers.
The Blame Game
When owners learn that their corporation
contains KITEC, one of the first questions
is often - “whom can we sue?” Often, the
developer is the first in the crosshairs.
After all, say owners, the developer must
have known about this! While this may
be possible, it is important to remember
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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CCI-T COMMITTEE UPDATE
CondoSTRENGTH Program

Communications Committee
CHAIR:

Marc Bhalla

MEMBERS:

Brian Horlick
Andrea Lusk
Megan Molloy
Shawn Pulver

Sue Langlois
Joy Mathews
Jason Rivait

COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

Twitter Chat highlights from our
Feb 11th chat on Bill 106 now
available at: https://storify.com/
CCIToronto/condochat-bill106
FULL REPORT:

The Communications Committee has started
2016 by arranging the year’s Condo Chats - the
popular, live Twitter chats hosted by CCI Toronto.
On February 11, 2016, we were pleased to have
Patricia Elia, Dean McCabe and Sally Thompson
guest tweeting about Bill 106, the capture of which
can now be viewed at https://storify.com/CCIToronto/condochat-bill106.
Our next Twitter chat will take place in the fall on
the topic of Security in Condos and will feature
Maria Durdan, Mo Killu and Mark Seenarine on
the panel of guest tweeters. Additional details will
follow in the summer issue of condovoice and, in
the meantime, you remain welcome to stay in touch
with all things CCI Toronto through our social
media channels as daily circulations on Twitter,
LinkedIn and Facebook will continue again all year
this year. Additional condo resources remain easily
accessible at www.CondoVoiceMagazine.ca, www.
CondoPodcasts.ca and www.YourCondoConnection.tv.

CHAIR:

Marc Bhalla

MEMBERS:

Patricia Elia
Josh Milgrom
Bill Thompson

Mo Killu
Ernie Nyitrai

FULL REPORT:

The program’s first director networking event took
place in North York on Wednesday, January 20,
2016 at full capacity and received overwhelmingly
positive feedback. Condominium directors mingled
in intimate groups to discuss 3 success stories contributed by fellow directors Frank Seevaratnam,
William Choi and Pam Churchill on the theme
of Building Community Within Your Condo and
Within Your Neighbourhood and all in attendance
took advantage of the opportunity to share their
experience and learn from the experience of others.
The next director networking event will take place
in downtown Toronto on June 1st with the topic
“Making Finances the Board’s BFF”. Further
details will follow in the coming months and all
with interest are encouraged to register early (once
registration opens) to avoid disappointment. While
we always welcome success story contributions
from condominium directors, financial success
stories are of particular interest at this time as
we plan for this next director networking event.
Please visit www.CondoSTRENGTH.ca or contact
us at info@ccitoronto.org if you would like some
further information on how to contribute to this
For Directors, By Directors initiative.
COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

Our first CondoSTRENGTH
Networking Event was a huge
success - See page 42 for details
and photos
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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FULL REPORT:

Membership Committee
CHAIR:

Vic Persaud

Chris Antipas
Brenda Hooper
-Rowland
		

MEMBERS:

Henry Jansen
Brian Antman
Doug King

COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

CCI Toronto now represents
over 1250 members including
close to 800 condominium
corporations with 160,000 units!
FULL REPORT:

The Membership committee continues to work
hard to provide ongoing benefits to existing members and also to attract new members. At the time
of printing this issue of the magazine, CCI Toronto
represents over 1250 members including close to
800 condominium corporations with 160,000 units!
The mini trade show for business partner members
running in conjunction with the Education Extravaganza event to be held on April 2nd sold out
quickly and promises to be a huge success. Watch
for photos in the next issue of the ‘condovoice’.

Education Committee
CHAIR:

Tania Haluk

MEMBERS:

Pamela Boyce
Bob Girard
Nancy Longuiera Megan Mackey
Richard Pearlstein Bill Thompson
Sally Thompson

COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

CCI-T will present an Industry
“Hot Topics” Session at Springfest on Thursday April 7th at
the Metro Toronto Convention
Centre.
40
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The Education Committee is putting together an
industry Hot Topics presentation for Springfest
which will take place on Thursday April 7th, 2016
at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre. Topics
to be discussed will include: Kitec Plumbing, (Non)
Smoking in Condos and Air BnB’s. Check out the
Springfest website for full details: http://www.
springfesttoronto.com/ The committee is also busy
finalizing new content for the Level 300 course
being offered on Saturday April 9th and Sunday
April 10th at the Courtyard Marriott hotel at 475
Yonge St. Attendees can look forward to learning
about Reserve Funding, Borrowing, Emergency
Preparedness, Legislation affecting condos, Human
Rights, Disputes and more! See https://ccitoronto.
org/education/level-300-condo-course for details
or to register.

Special Projects Committee
CHAIR:

Ernie Nyitrai

MEMBERS:

Bob Girard

Brian Horlick

COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

Smoking in Condos –
A Controversial Topic? Yes! But
also an important one to discuss.
Register today
for a dinner/
seminar being
held on March
31st on this
lively topic.
See details on
next page.

member

NEWS

FULL REPORT:

FULL REPORT:

The Special Projects committee is pleased to
announce two upcoming topical seminars/dinner
networking events. On March 31st, 2016 a session
on Smoking in Condos will be held at the North
York Novotel hotel and on June 22nd, 2016 we will
present a session entitled “Are AirBnB’s in Cond
Really an Issue?” at the Courtyard Marriott hotel.
Registration is open for both events: visit https://
ccitoronto.org/news/current-news to register
online or to download a registration form.

Planning has begun for the 2016 ACMO/CCI-T
Condominium Conference. Mark your calendars
now for Friday November 11th and Saturday
November 12th at the North building of the
Toronto Congress Centre at 650 Dixon Road. The
theme for this year will be Change, Challenge
and Opportunity – Planning For the Future. Full
program and registration details will be available
by June. See: www.condoconference.ca.
COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS:

Conference Committee
CHAIRS:

Mario Deo and Catherine Murdock

MEMBERS:

Laurie Adams
Steve Christodoulou
Brian Horlick
Murray Johnson
Robert Thackeray Sally Thompson

Mark your calendars now for
Friday November 11th and
Saturday November 12th, 2016

CCI-T Welcomes New Members
Condominium
Corporations
Members
DSCC # 0265
MTCC # 0773
MTCC # 0861
MTCC # 1213
NSCC # 0044
PCC # 0340
PCC # 0351
Peterborough Condo
Corp # 0010
Peterborough Condo
Corp # 0023
PSCC # 0668
PSCC # 0935
SCC # 0004
TSCC # 1482
TSCC # 1873
TSCC # 2418
TSCC # 2458
TSCC # 2468
TSCC # 2471

TSCC # 2473
TSCC # 2479
YCC # 0447
YRCECC # 1277
YRCECC # 1293
YRSCC # 1288
YRSCC # 1295
Individual
Members
J. Corcelli
Business
Partners
Central Erin Property
Management
Steven Peros
Clinton Design Inc.
Management
Meryl Clinton

Dacord Plumbing Ltd.
Pamela Cox
Gold Standard
Property Care
Michael Morozov
ICON Property
Management Ltd.
Paul Yurek
M & G Maintenance
Systems Inc.
Gerardo Flores
Meridian Security
Solutions Inc.
Art Katsaga
One Society Security
Inc.
Bruno Chan

The Floor Studio Inc.
Steven Vasconselos

Pettos Maintenance
Services Ltd.
George Pettos

Toronto Hydro
Mike Mulqueen

PragmaTech Waste
Solutions
Liz Smith
Prestige Mechancial
Ltd.
Glenn Welch

Professional
Members
David Farrow
360 Community
Management Ltd.

Property Global
Services
Luis Ficher

Huda Abbasi
Del Property
Management

Remington Group
(REM Facilities
Management)
Adam Davies

Jessica Weick
Horlick Levitt Di Lella
LLP

Smoking and Health
Action Foundation
Andrew Noble

Christine Agostinho
ICON Property
Management Ltd
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2016 CondoSTRENGTH

NETWORKING EVENT

On January 20th, the CondoSTRENGTH program presented its first director
networking event. The event was at full capacity and featured condominium
directors from numerous communities – from near and far the North York location – mixing and mingling as they focused on the topic “Building Community
Within Your Condominium & Within Your Neighbourhood”. Special thanks
to our host, Toronto Standard Condominium Corporation No. 1608 and the featured directors who’s stories sparked the discussions – Pam Churchill (MTCC
595), Frank Seevaratnam (TSCC 1608) and William Choi (TSCC 2231).

“Structured networking” was how one
attendee described
the format of the
event that received
exceptionally positive
feedback from all who
attended.
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Ernie Nyitrai, Marc
Bhalla and Mo Killu
(back left to right in
program t-shirts) of the
CondoSTRENGTH
team with featured
directors Pam
Churchill, Frank
Seevaratnam and
William Choi, along
with Judy Edleman
of the local Yonge
Corridor Condominium
Association (YCCA).

Everyone divided into intimate groups to
allow for interactive discussion

Success story contributors answered
questions about their journey to triumph.

Condominium directors had the opportunity
to both share their experiences and hear
about the experiences of fellow directors

Many great ideas were exchanged as condominium directors shared their experiences - of what
worked and what didn’t - in their community

The CondoSTRENGTH
program next
Networking event
“Making Finances
the Board’s BFF” will
take place on June
1st, 2016. Note that
this event is only open
to program members
with registration on
a first come, first
served basis. For
further information
or to sign up for the
CondoSTRENGTH
program, please visit
www.condostrength.ca
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President’s Message

– Continued from page 3
condo director education provider since 1982
CCI fully supports this requirement in Bill 106.
The details of how the mandatory education
requirement will be applied or delivered are
not yet available, however, CCI will remain committed to supporting, complimenting and enhancing the availability of education for condo
directors. Having well educated and informed
directors is the key to creating successful condominium communities.
On a more personal note, I also had the opportunity while at the Planning session to sit down
with Director, Murray Johnson to record CCI-T’s
first annual State of the Chapter Address which
we are presenting as a podcast. In this inter-

view Murray and I discussed CCI’s role in the
legislative process, the challenges facing our
chapter, and our succession plan. I hope that
members will enjoy listening to this recording.
Finally, I would like to thank each member of the
CCI Toronto board for their dedication, for their
time and for all of the work that they do. We are
recharged and ready for a busy year ahead!

Mario Deo BA. LL.B.

A Trusted Partner - Today and Tomorrow

A Trusted Partner –
Today and Tomorrow

A Trusted Partner - Today and Tomorrow
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Was There!
On January 28th, 2016 the CCI Toronto
Board met for a full day planning session
to set goals and milestones for the coming year. Pictured here are:
Left to right: Ernie Nyitrai, Marc Bhalla, Tania Haluk, Lynn
Morrovat (operations manager), Murray Johnson, Armand
Conant (front), Sue Langlois (back row), Vic Persaud, Brian
Horlick, Bob Girard and Sally Thompson
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Innovative thinking. Practical results.
Toronto | 416.977.5335 | rjc.ca
Please contact:
Philip Sarvinis | Bill Gladu | Jeremy Horst | Michael Pond
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New Committee Member Profile:

Justice and before mediators and arbitrators on condominium
related matters.

Megan Mackey,
Condominium Litigation, Miller Thomson LLP.
Megan Mackey is a lawyer practising condominium litigation at Miller Thomson LLP. As a
member of Miller Thomson’s condominium law
group, Megan is exposed to and provides advice
on a wide variety of condominium law issues. On
the policy side, Megan was involved in the development of the new condominium act, having presented recommendations on revisions to Bill 106 (Protecting Condominium
Owners Act) to the Standing Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs at the public hearings at Queen’s Park.
Megan has authored a number of articles which have appeared
in various condominium publications, including Condo Voice
Magazine. She also speaks on condominium issues and has made
presentations at the ACMO/CCI-Toronto Condominium Conference, to the real estate section of the Ontario Bar Association, and
to other industry groups.
In her legal practise, Megan acts on behalf of condominium
corporations, unit owners, and developers. Megan has appeared at all levels of court, including the Supreme Court of
Canada. Megan regularly appears in the Superior Court of

Megan is involved in all types of condominium disputes including
the enforcement and interpretation of condominium documents,
shared facilities disputes, lien enforcement, contract disputes, governance disputes, and insurance litigation. A large part of Megan’s
practise relates to construction deficiency matters. Megan assists
clients to both prosecute and defend construction litigation claims
in the Superior Court. She advises clients with respect to Tarion’s
New Home Warranty Program and assists clients through conciliation and settlement of claims under the program.
Megan has been involved in a number of leading cases in the condominium area. In Wu vs. Peel Condominium Corporation No.
245, Megan obtained judgment for relief from oppression in favour
of a unit owner who endured years of elevator noise and vibration.
In Metropolitan Toronto Condominium Corporation No. 897 et
al v. Bhanji et al, Megan successfully argued that a resident cannot justify a breach of a corporation’s rules by claiming that rule
enforcement amounts to oppression.
Megan obtained her law degree from the University of Toronto.
She obtained an undergraduate degree in biochemistry from Simon Fraser University. She is a member of the Canadian Condominium Institute, the Association of Condominium Managers of
Ontario, The Advocates’ Society, and the Girl Guides of Canada.
In her spare time she enjoys playing soccer and baking. C V

The Provident Energy Difference.
Experience. For over 25 years, we have provided
energy services to the condominium market.

Energy Savings. We offer a wide range of energy
saving retrofits including Building Automation Systems, CO
Monitoring Systems,Variable Frequency Drives, Sub-Metering,
and Lighting.We also take care of the entire incentive rebate
process for you.
Expertise. We have Professional Engineers, Certified
Energy Managers, Certified Engineering Technologists, Building
Systems Engineering Technologists, Electricians, and LEED
Accredited Professionals on staff.
We are proud members of:

Contact us today to book a free
energy assessment of your building!

For more information, including a full list of our services, please visit
www.pemi.com or email us at info@pemi.com
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Mark Your Calendars!

Education Extravaganza Event
Level 101 and Level 102 Courses offered
on the same day with a mini trade show.
Breakfast, Lunch and Afternoon Reception
are included!
Saturday April 2nd, 2016
7:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Cost: $175 for members,
$400 for non-members – Plus HST

Cost: $295 for members,
$395 for non-members

Springfest 2016
CCI Toronto will be there!
Rapid Fire Hot Topics Seminar –
Thursday April 7th, 2016
Metro Toronto Convention Centre –
South Building
For information go to:
www.springfesttoronto.com

Networking Dinner
and Seminar
Marriott Hotel – 475 Yonge Street,
(just north of College)
Wednesday June 22nd, 2016
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Cost: $55.00 for members; $45.00 for
second or subsequent members from the
same corporation/company, $75.00 for
non-members…. Plus HST

Level 300 Course
Marriott Hotel – 475 Yonge Street,
(just north of College)
Saturday April 9th and Sunday April 10th
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. each day

For further course information or to
register online for courses visit:
www.ccitoronto.org/Education

Miller Thomson’s Condominium Group

Warren Kleiner

Audrey M. Loeb
aloeb@millerthomson.com
416.595.8196

wkleiner@millerthomson.com
416.595.8515

Patrick Greco

Megan Mackey

pgreco@millerthomson.com
416.595.2982

mmackey@millerthomson.com
416.595.8623

Complete condominium legal services in one firm.
Contact us to learn more about our great team of lawyers and the Miller Thomson difference.

@mtcondolaw

Miller Thomson LLP

condogroup@millerthomson.com

millerthomson.com
VANCOUVER

CALGARY

EDMONTON

CondoVoiceAd_7X4.75_D.indd 1
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Twitter Chat Highlights

On Thursday, February 11, 2016, the chapter hosted its sixth Twitter chat. The topic of the CondoChat was Bill 106
and featured Sally Thompson, Dean McCabe and Patricia Elia guest tweeting. The panel shared their favourite and
least favourite parts of the province’s forthcoming new legislation and stated passionate opinions about areas
where they thought the government went wrong, the capabilities of a condominium director refusing the anticipated
mandatory education and the importance of licencing property managers.

The #CondoChat capture is available for viewing at https://storify.com/CCIToronto/condochat-bill106 and our next Twitter chat will take place in the fall, on
the subject of security in condos and will feature Maria Durdan, Mo Killu and Mark Seenarine guest tweeting. Stay tuned for further details!
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Interested in saving money
while making sure your
landscape looks great?
Consider hiring a Water Smart Irrigation
Professional (WSIP) to conduct an
assessment of your irrigation system.
For more information contact:
Sally Harvey
sharvey@landscapeontario.com
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For a list of WSIP
certified contractors, visit
horttrades.com/wsip
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+ 12 Days of

C V Podcasts
condovoice

From December 7 - 18, 2015, CCI Toronto circulated the “12 Days
of Podcasts”. All 12 podcasts are captured in this summary...
To listen to any of these podcasts go to: www.condopodcasts.ca

DAY
3
A Word from CCI National. Bill Thompson, the President of CCI National, sat
down with condovoice editor Marc Bhalla
for our inaugural podcast.

DAY
1
CondoSTRENGTH Q&A. The team
that launched our new For Directors, By
Directors program are interviewed by
Membership Committee Chair Vic Persaud about the program.

DAY
2
Bill 106. This special edition podcast features the question and answer portion
from our summer 2015 seminar on Bill
106, presented to a record number of directors in attendance!

DAY
4
Condominium Mediator and Arbitrator
Colm Brannigan, presents the first of his
two part podcast on Online Dispute Resolution (ODR).

SPECIAL
EDITION

CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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New faces,
managed places.
Please join Owner, Michael Kalisperas in welcoming Yasmeen Nurmohamed
as President, Royale Grande Property Management Ltd.
With a resume of managing luxury boutique buildings to the city’s preeminent
hotel/residential towers, Yasmeen brings a sensibility of service excellence
to the Royale Grande portfolio.
In her new role, she’s committed to building vibrant and engaged
communities for a more inspired way of living.
Let Royale Grande Property Management Ltd. take care of you.

PROUD MEMBER OF

73 Richmond Street West
Suite Lower Unit 9
Toronto, ON M5H 4E8

GET THE FACTS ABOUT

T 416.945.7902
www.royalegrande.com

BOGUS UNDERLAYMENTS

Sound Control by:

FIIC 69

TESTED WITHOUT A
SUSPENDED CEILING

Condominium Manager and Board of Directors

FREE WEBINAR

416-533-2855 • info@thefloorstudio.ca
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12 Days of

Podcasts...
DAY
5
The conclusion of Colm Brannigan’s On-

DAY
11
The Condo Brothers From Different

line Dispute Resolution (ODR) podcast
with Marc Bhalla

Mothers present our most popular podcast to date, on Owners’ Meetings

DAY
6
CCI Toronto President Mario Deo interviews the MPP of Mississauga EastCooksville, the Honourable Dipika
Damerla for the first of our Mississaugafocused #SAUGAWKND of December 12
and 13, 2015

DAY
8
CCI-T Past President Brian Horlick interviews condominium auditor John Warren in the first of a two-part popular podcast on Common Expenses

DAY
9
Brian and John return to conclude the insightful Common Expenses podcast

DAY
12
The 12 Days of Podcasts concluded with
the Utility Jolt, featuring Murray Johnson
sharing trade secrets, tips and strategies
with Ernie Nyitrai

DAY
7
City of Mississauga Mayor Bonnie DAY 10
Crombie is interviewed by Armand For Willowdale Wednesday, we were
Conant, Chair of CCI-T’s Government Relations Committee to conclude
#SAUGAWKND

pleased to present the Honourable David
Zimmer, MPP of Willowdale
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CONDOMINIUM LAW GROUP
The Condominium Law Group
at Fogler, Rubinoff LLP
is committed to providing quality
legal services to condominium corporations
throughout the Greater Toronto Area
and surrounding areas including Hamilton,
Kitchener-Waterloo, Barrie and Collingwood.
For more information or a fee quote

Lou Natale

416.941.8804
lnatale@foglers.com

Carol Dirks

416.941.8820
cdirks@foglers.com

David Thiel

416.941.8815
dthiel@foglers.com
David Forgione
416.864.7620
dforgione@foglers.com
Fogler, Rubinoff LLP
Lawyers
77 King Street West
Suite 3000, PO Box 95
TD Centre North Tower
Toronto, ON M5K 1G8
Tel: 416.864.9700 Fax: 416.941.8852 foglers.com
Professional members of CCI and ACMO
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Noise
by Jeff Cowx
AcoustiTECH

Noise
in Condos
Demystifying Flooring
Acoustics

Types of Noises, Measurement Units
and Acoustic Standards
First it is important to differentiate the
types of acoustic sounds in our homes. By
definition a noise is a sound, especially one
that is loud or unpleasant or that causes a
disturbance. As you are no doubt aware it

can also be the leading causes of conflict.
Airborne or impact Noise
Sound Transmission is rated: either by
Airborne or impact noise. Each of these requires a different solution to mitigate them,
particular to the application.
Airborne Noise: Airborne noises come
mainly from radio, television, voices, etc.
(you may have some others you would like
to add). An airborne noise is a sound wave
carried by vibration through the air which
penetrates surfaces such as floors, ceilings
and walls structures. Airborne noises also
transmit through all the small openings in
the building (around doors, air vents, electrical outlets, etc.). It is therefore important to
seal where possible all small openings. Ultimately, the more mass, the greater it will absorb energy and will reduce airborne noise.
In acoustics, there are three units of measurement for airborne noise: STC (Sound

Transmission Class) or STI (Sound Transmission Index) when tests are performed in
a laboratory, under controlled conditions
and FSTC (Field Sound Transmission
Class) similar tests conducted on site. Both
tests are designed to determine the decibel
reduction in noise that a partition can provide. Results of laboratory test, are 2 to 5
points higher than those having been performed on site. The National Building Code
(NBC) requires a minimum of 52 STC for
condominium, while the Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC)
require an FSTC 55.
Impact Noise: Impact sounds, are noises
that are created by an impact or vibration, such as moving furniture, a person
walking with high heels, falling objects
on the ground or a child running. These
are transmitted by vibration through the
structure of the building, such as floors
and walls. The measurement unit for impact noise is IIC (Impact Insulation Class),
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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ILLUSTRATION BY JAMIE BENNET

Demystifying Flooring Acoustics
More than ever, choosing the right acoustical solution, especially when it comes to
flooring, represents a substantial challenge. Achieving lower noise pollution is
essential to reducing stress, anxiety and
achieving desired/deserved comfort. This
is not as allusive as one might think. When
working with a condo owner or on a new
multi-family project, asking the right questions, at the right time, is crucial. To meet
(and often exceed) impact and airborne
sound requirements, we need more than
just a fictitious number. The following may
be helpful when navigating through this
complex, and often misguided field.

which results from laboratory tests. Like
airborne noise, when you add an F before,
FIIC (Field Impact Insulation Class), we
refer to tests having been carried out in the
field. As was true of acoustical ratings for
airborne noises, these tests are designed to
determine the decibel reduction in impact
sounds through a substrate.
While there are no requirements in the
National Building Code (NBC) for impact
sound mitigation, some degree of control
is necessary for occupant comfort and satisfaction. Therefore NBC does recommend
a minimum of 55 FIIC in residential buildings to address the rights of its owners.
How to Reduce Noise?
Although there is some commonality
among the factors influencing the attenuation of airborne sound and impact sound
the latter is by far the more complicated
to measure, rate and control. Due to the
fact that impact noises generate much
more energy than airborne noises, they
travel more easily and quickly through
the building structure. To ideally dissipate
this energy, we must “decouple” materials as close to the source of the impact as

We cannot rely solely
on the acoustic
results published
by the product
manufacturer without
paying attention
to the floor/ceiling
assembly
possible. A resilient acoustic membrane is
designed to eliminate this direct contact
between materials. In a perfect world, the
floor covering should never come in contact with the structure (substrate).
Challenges in Choosing an Acoustic
Membrane
Typical Scenario: Mr. and Mrs. Smith
want to change the flooring in their condo.
The building they live in requires acous-

+
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Audio Podcasts
Now Available!

The mysteries of how noise travels in condos
is further explored in an online interview as
Sue Langlois sits down to talk with Jeff Cowx
from AcoustiTECH. Listen to the extended
audio interview at www.condopodcasts.ca
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tic performance of FIIC 62. During their
search they discover an acoustical membrane claiming an acoustic performance
in excess of FIIC 62. They feel confident
and proceed with the installation. The following week, their downstairs neighbor
complains of hearing footsteps. An Acoustical Engineer is asked to perform acoustic tests on their flooring. The test results
reveal a rating of FIIC 54, well below the
FIIC 62 required. What happened? How
can the results be so poor?
Flooring acoustics are far more complex
than they appear. Indeed, several criteria
must be considered when choosing an
acoustic membrane. We cannot rely solely
on the acoustic results published by the
product manufacturer without paying attention to the floor / ceiling assembly.
Don’t be Fooled
Be cautious of acoustic ratings published
by manufacturers. It is impossible to predict the performance of an acoustical underlay without considering the nature of
the building in which it will be installed.
However, acoustic performance, as published by several acoustic membrane

manufacturers, suggest that you can
achieve similar results regardless of the
type of structure. Therefore, it is essential
to verify the conditions under which the
published acoustic tests were performed
by the manufacturer.
Was the testing conducted in a laboratory (IIC = Impact Insulation Class) or in
the field (FIIC = Field Impact Insulation
Class)? Acoustic tests performed in a laboratory, under ideal conditions, will systematically provide more efficient results
than field tests, where nothing is optimal,
often by up to 5 points. Was the floor /
ceiling assembly used during the acoustic
testing the same as the intended installation? The thickness of the concrete slab,
the quantity and thickness of plywood
layers, the use of resilient channel, the existence of a suspended ceiling, acoustical
mat, etc. are all factors that can dramatically influence published acoustic results
for a given membrane. As an example, a
suspended ceiling can increase results up
to 14 points. You must ensure that acoustic tests carried out with the membrane
Summa-HalfPgH-2015_V2 PRESS.pdf
1
you are considering were conducted using
identical or very similar testing methods

Acoustic tests
performed in a
laboratory will
systematically
provide more
efficient results
than field tests,
by up to 5 points

chanical performance while choosing your
acoustic membrane can lead to expensive
failures such as deformation, delaminating, cracking or lifting of the floor covering; all potentially voiding the manufacturer’s warranty!

and floor/ceiling assemblies.

It’s also important to know the type of
flooring that will be installed: glued or
floating engineered wood, nailed hardwood, vinyl, ceramic, etc. This information
will guide you to the appropriate acoustical membrane category for your building.
If the flooring type is not considered, the
result may be that the membrane is too
thick, soft or dense. Also, the membrane’s
mechanical strength may not sufficient
enough to absorb the energy from the
natural variations of the floor or subfloor.

Do Not Underestimate
An extremely important criteria in choosing an acoustic membrane is mechanical
performance. Make sure that the product
meets the mechanical criteria (thickness,
density, internal cohesion) of the chosen
floor covering. This aspect is often over2015-10-19
13:11
looked, however it is just as important as
the acoustic performance. Neglecting me-

In Conclusion
As specialists, we lead the way, guiding
our customers toward making educated
decisions. Today, it is impossible to do so
without having a better understanding of
acoustics and evaluating the consequences
of our recommendations. The good news
is that the proper information and support
is available and within reach. C V

SUMMA PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & CONSULTING
“Your property deserves personal attention and service.”
• Professional Condominium Property Management with
attention to detail.
• Superior Service and a commitment to quality property
management.
• We take pride in managing your property.

CALL 647-341-7990

Member

propman@summapm.com • www.summapm.com
Having issues or questions about property management?

www.askapropertymanager.net
Foundation of Rental Housing Providers of Ontario

When experience and quality count!

REIC/ICI
MEMBER

2015
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condominium

owners

Timely ideas, insight, inspiration
and information of particular
interest to condominium owners

KID

S

C

E
H
T
IN

Children are
thriving in
condominium
environments,
enjoying the
unique benefits
they provide

S
L
HAL

ONDOMINIUM LIVING is not for everyone;

however, some of the advantages that come with
the lifestyle can also be enjoyed by families,
particularly families of today. As a result, I have
witnessed the make-up of my own condominium
community evolve to now inhabit many more
children than was the case a decade ago. I,
myself, never would have thought that I would
be raising kids in a condo. Yet, as my eldest of 3 has now
entered her teenage years having only ever known a condominium as home, I cannot deny that I am doing just that.
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By Marc Bhalla,
Condo Dad
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Audio Podcasts
Now Available!

ILLUSTRATION BY STEVEN GUARNACCIA

Listen to an interview by Sue
Langlois with Marc Bhalla as
they further discuss the ins and
outs of raising kids in condos.
Their extended audio interview
is available at www.condopodcasts.ca
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EXPERTS IN THE
BUILT AND NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
BUILDINGS
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Investigations/Condition Surveys
Structural, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering
Repair/Restoration Consulting
Energy Efficiency/Sustainability Consulting
Performance Audits
Reserve Fund Studies
Building Deficiency Claims

MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE
ENVIRONMENT
INDUSTRIAL & ENERGY
TRANSPORTATION

www.wspgroup.com

ENGINEERING A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES
Toronto
Markham
Burlington
Barrie
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416-487-5256
905-475-7270
905-799-8220
705-735-6450
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Cambridge
St. Catharines
Windsor
Ottawa

226-765-0800
905-687-1771
519-974-5887
613-829-2800

Peterborough
Kingston
Cornwall
Thunder Bay

705-743-6850
613-634-7373
613-933-5602
807-625-6700

condominium

owners
How does one raise kids in a condo? That
is perhaps a question best answered by
shedding light on some common misconceptions with some facts and by sharing
the real life experiences my family and I
have had….
Condos were not built for kids
A regular criticism of condominiums in
general is that there is often great variance between what a developer envisions
(in the course of both sales materials and
in crafting the original declaration, by-laws
and rules) and what exists in reality once
a condo “comes to life”. Each community
comes together in its own way due to the
personalities it is made up of. There is certainly room for families in this mix, as long
evidenced by other high density places like
Hong Kong and Manhattan, where kids
have been raised in condos for generations.
To say otherwise is not only exclusionary
but ignores the fact that Ontario has a Human Rights Code which does not allow for
discrimination on the basis of family. With
“family status”, children have the same
right to live in condos that grown-ups do.
Kids need room to play
My tongue in cheek reaction to this sentiment is to point out that the only thing
a kid needs to play in this day and age is
a screen. Notwithstanding this glitch in
modern society, I have failed to appreciate
how having a swimming pool downstairs,
a park across the street and a skating rink
2 blocks from home does not provide my
children with plenty of options to get their
fun and exercise. Not to mention that, for
my kids, condominium living involves
walking to and from school every day.
Condominiums encourage what is referred to as a “walkable city”. This promotes physical activity, along with practices that respect the environment, and
allows for a connectedness to the neighbourhood which many fear is being lost on
younger generations not able to relate to
the Sesame Street classic “People In Your
Neighbourhood” as they are driven everywhere. To that end, on the way to school,

my children often stop to look into a local
pet groomer’s shop window to see what
animals are being pampered that day.
Within our condominium, they know the
security and cleaning teams as well as fellow residents, many of whom have enjoyed
watching my kids grow as they interact
daily. It takes a village to raise a child.
Kids are noisy. They would create
all kinds of trouble in a condo
When you consider the biggest troubles
facing many condominium communities
in the GTA these days, few are attributable to children. For example, it is not children who are disturbing their neighbours
with second hand smoke or renting out
their units on a short-term basis.
This is not to suggest that kids in condos are not without their challenges.
Professionally, I have been involved in
several mediations where noise generated by little feet and voices has given
rise to concern. However, there are solutions available to allow young children
to live in a condominium unit without
disrupting their neighbours any more
than anyone else.
To encourage good behaviour, my kids
are reminded that if they disturb our
neighbours, they will be asked to themselves apologize in person for doing so.
My wife and I feel that this teaches our
children to be considerate and respectful
of others.
Families live in condos because they
cannot afford houses
For me, this is not the case. Nor is it the
case for my neighbour, who drives his
daughter about town in a brand new Mercedes Benz. Condominium living is about
lifestyle. Some call it turnkey living, some
a sacrifice for convenience.
My family and I made the active decision
to live in a condo in the city over a house in
the suburbs. This dilemma is not uncommon for many who start to have children
in this day and age. Size and location con-

siderations apply to anyone looking to rent
or buy a property. Some opt for space and
more of a commute while others reduce
their travel time along with their living
space. To each their own.
Kids who live in condos will stand
out from their peers, as most kids
live in houses
The problem is, in fact, increasingly the
opposite. In February 2015, I was quoted
in a Toronto Star article which spoke to
how the Toronto District School Board
struggles to accommodate children living
in condos. “Condo growth leads to overcrowded schools” was within the headline
of News Reporter Daniel Otis’ piece that
quoted a local school board trustee explaining that the school board was clearly
mistaken in assuming years ago that children would not live in condominiums.
In 2016, it is not considered peculiar or
odd for a child to live in a condo. While the
proportion will vary by neighbourhood,
for my kids, about half of their fellow classmates also live in condos. In fact, a couple
of years ago in my daughter’s class, a status
trend arose involving being able to go to
the movies in your pajamas – that is, awe
was sent the way of kids who lived in highrise condos with direct access to a movie
theatre, able to roll out of bed and catch
a flick on the big screen. So much so that
kids living in houses would have their parents drive them to the theatre while still in
their pajamas so they could pretend to also
benefit from the luxury of direct access.
My, how times have changed!
While parents have many things to consider in determining the best environment for their kids, condominiums are
increasingly becoming an option well
suited to the fast paced, hard working
lifestyle of today. Many children are
thriving in condominium environments,
enjoying the benefits they provide. As
for parents like me, there is also icing on
the cake in the thought that once my kids
have grown up, they will be less inclined
to still live at home! C V
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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DRYERFIGHTERS
DRYERFIGHTERS

Dear Condo Unit Owner: Today your clothes dryer
was inspected, disassembled and cleaned of internal lint
in accordance with the Ontario Fire Marshal and
Appliance Manufacturer’s recommended maintenance
for Clothes Dryer Fire Prevention. This service is
to be performed by a qualified contractor
every 2 to 3 years.
**************
Dear Condo Manager: ONLY DRYERFIGHTERS provides
this very important maintenance service.
All you have to do is check the work of your service
Provider. If you ask us, we’ll check it with you.

Dear Condo Unit Owner: Today your clothes d
was inspected, disassembled and cleaned of in
in accordance with the Ontario Fire Marshal an
Appliance Manufacturer’s recommended maint
for Clothes Dryer Fire Prevention. This service
to be performed by a qualified contractor
every 2 to 3 years.
CHOOSE DRYERFIGHTERS **************
FOR CLOTHES DRYER FIRE
PREVENTION, AND WE’LL CLEAN THE DRYER DUCT FOR
Dear Condo Manager: ONLY DRYERFIGHTERS
FREE!!
this very important
maintenance service.
Call (905)
All you have
to do455-2203
is check the work of your se
Web: www.dryerfightersinc.com
Email: info@dryerfightersinc.com
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Condo
Etiquette

Condo Etiquette is a regular condovoice feature whereby condo residents, owners
and directors can share their thoughts on a variety of common (or not so common!)
condo etiquette situations. For this issue, we asked readers:

Are You a Good Neighbour? What Above and Beyond
Thing(s) Do You Do When Interacting With Neighbours
in Your Community? What Has a Neighbour Done for
You That You Feel Makes Them a Good Neighbour?
1) Cut their grass. - Annonymous

pay him, just to tell him thank you!
– Mirella A.

4) I have a homebound 99 year old neighbour. She requires and received 24 hour,
7 day care. I visit her maybe once a week
and when I travel, I bring back books or
buy books on fashion or on the history of
women – both interests of hers. I also respect boundaries. I am not a member of
her family. Staff are now dealing with end
of life issues so it is not always appropriate
to visit.
– Ellen M.
5) My building has underground parking. Whenever I am leaving an elevator
to go to my car and see another resident
coming, I hold the elevator door for them
as they scan their fob and enter the building, to avoid them having to push the up
button and wait. People are always appreciative of this small gesture of consideration.
– Marc B.

2) I say hello to people and I listen to
their concerns as they arise. I am mindful
of any noise levels, so as to not disrupt.
I hold doors open if someone has their
hands full with bags etc. I knock on someone’s door to tell them they left their key
in the door lock.

3) I helped a neighbour carry a sofa down
a flight of stairs. I knocked on a neighbour’s door to tell them they had left their
keys in the door lock. I returned a TD
Visa card, I found in the parking lot to
the bank.

6) Lead social community guests to integrate people together and increase social
capital in building relationships amongst
residents and community			
– William C.

I have a neighbour I can trust to look after
my cat when I’m away. He also does small
repairs in my unit. He doesn’t want me to

A neighbour cooked us dinner on a propane BBQ during a power outage.
– Richard E.

7) I always greet people and I spend a lot
of time on the board.		
– Henry C V

While we appreciate your contribution, we regrettably cannot offer any guarantees that your submission will be published in view of volume limitations.
The publication of submissions is at the sole discretion of CCI Toronto’s Communications Committee and your submission of the content provided above is
considered to be your full and final release of any ownership rights thereof. Please contact info@ccitoronto.org with any questions or concerns.
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Saving Electricity Is My _________.

(

(

If you’re looking to cut your consumption and
save money, we provide the best value in the industry for
full service, multi-unit, utility Suite Metering.
Call us at 1-866-836-3837 for your quote.

1-866-836-3837
info@prioritymeter.com
prioritymeter.com

Submetering. Good For You.

PACIFIC LIGHT & ENERGY

The number one company
in Canada and in the US for
energy management solutions.

Reduce energy consumption
with the latest in

LED technologies
& high-efficiency

HVAC systems
Upgrade to energy-efficient and
environmentally-friendly lighting.
Save up to 50% of total project costs
Upgrade to high-efficiency HVAC systems.
Save up to 30% of the project costs

1
CONDOVOICE
SPRING 2016
64 Pacific1_CCI.indd
V

C

Call 905-604-5483 for
your Pacific Light & Energy
Conservation Consultant
to conduct a free Lighting
or HVAC Assessment.
Pacific Light & Energy
70 Don park unit 3 Markham On
www.pacific-le.com
2015-07-13 10:15 AM

Alphabet Soup
In an effort to help condo directors navigate their way through finding qualified industry professionals to work with, CCI presents
Alphabet Soup, a quarterly column to help directors make meaning of what the letters for various industry designations mean.
This issue will focus on the RCM designation available through the Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario (ACMO).

What Does
the RCM
Designation
Mean?
Does it matter
if your condo manager
is an RCM?

The RCM Designation was established
in 1984 by the Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario (ACMO) in an
effort to provide a consistent quality of
management service to condominium corporations. From its humble beginnings,
the RCM Designation has become a wellestablished, rigorous process involving
specialized education, examinations and
experience.
Candidates must complete four courses
through community colleges available
province-wide or through approved
ACMO 2000 management companies.
These courses cover the wide range of

knowledge that condominium managers
must have to be successful.
The courses are:
• Introduction to Condominium Law
• Administration and Human Relations
• Financial Management
• Physical Building Management
Successful completion of the four courses
means a candidate is eligible to write the
RCM Exam, offered four times per year.
Success on the RCM Exam means achieving an overall passing grade of 75%. This
sets a standard requiring real commitment.
The final step in achieving the RCM Designation is proof of experience. A candidate must have a minimum of two years of
full-time, primary property management
accountability/responsibility for at least
one condominium corporation, one shared

facility or two or more condominium corporations, or one phase of a phased condominium corporation including completion
of specific management tasks. A candidate
must provide sponsors who can attest to
this experience.
Once a candidate becomes an RCM, they
are required to continue their education
by completing 20 points of continuing
education each year. An RCM is also required to abide by a Professional Code
of Ethics which means they provide the
highest level of service to directors, owners and the condominium community in
general, and can be held accountable for
any breaches of the Code of Ethics.
For more information on the RCM Designation, visit ACMO’s website at www.
acmo.org, clicking on the RCM Designation tab. C V
CONDOVOICE SPRING 2016
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNIDER

Is your condominium manager an RCM?
Does it matter if they are? What does
a Registered Condominium Manager
(RCM) bring to your condominium corporation?
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™

LET CRITERIUM – JANSEN ENGINEERS® BE YOUR ENGINEER
BECAUSE… YOUR COMMUNITY IS OUR COMMUNITY.

1.888.940.0571
www.criterium-jansen.com

Condominiums | Co-operatives | Commercial
Educational | Historical / Heritage | Arts, Culture and Recreational
•
• Building Condition
Assessment & Evaluation
•
• Construction Management
•
• Performance Audits
•
• Reserve Fund Studies
•
• Structural Design Engineering
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• Parking Garages Investigations & Repairs
•
• Building Envelope Consulting
•
• Infrared Thermography
•
• Roofing - Investigation &
Replacements
•
• Curtain Wall & Window Investigations
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Management
LEED® Coordination
Sustainable Design
Carbon Consulting
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
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Replacement
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Advisory

To be the first call for engineering solutions that make a difference.
M O R R I SO N H E RS H FI ELD. CO M
Burlington
905 319 6668
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Toronto
416 499 3110

Ottawa
613 739 2910
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The Last Word
By Sally Thompson, CCI-T 1st VP
Managing Director, Synergy Partners

High-Rise Heart Attacks
Living above the second floor
reduces survival rates

ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNIDER

There was a lot in the press recently about
a Canadian Medical Association study that
found that people in the Toronto region who
live higher than the second floor have a lower
survival rate after suffering cardiac arrest
than their neighbours on lower floors and in
houses. Only about half as many people survive a cardiac arrest above the second floor
when compared to their lower neighbours.
Above the 16th floor, this number drops to
about one quarter, and above the 25th floor
there were no survivors in the sample. The
authors opined that the increased fatality on
higher floors relates to the increased time it
takes first responders to reach the victims on
higher floors as well as the increased time to
extricate the victim from the site and back
to the hospital. They also noted an increased
risk that an individual higher up in a building
would be alone when the heart attack struck.
These stats tell us that we should be taking
special precautions for high-rise buildings
to recognize the increased risk. But when
you look at the stats overall, you realize that
the likelihood of surviving a cardiac arrest is
dismal in all cases – only 4.2% on the second
floor or lower, 2.6% on upper floors and 0.9%
above the 16th floor. Even the lower floor victims are in trouble without immediate help.
The study found that automated external
defibrillators (AEDs) were used in less that
1% of the approximately 8000 cases of cardiac arrest studied. Some of the non-survivors were people who were alone when
the cardiac event occurred, of course, but in
68
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many cases bystanders were present. And
when bystanders were present, only a third
attempted CPR before paramedics arrived!
While calling 911 is always a first good step,
using CPR and an AED is reported by the
Heart and Stroke foundation to increase the
likelihood of survival by 75%. They also
report that every one-minute delay in defibrillation reduces the survival rate by 7% to
10%. So, although there is a high-rise issue,
we also have a society-wide training issue.
It would seem that condo dwellers should
have a natural advantage over house dwellers when it comes to cardiac arrest, because
communal living should make it easier to
have access to an AED and someone trained
in first aid. Boards should consider the purchase of AEDs and also making training in
AED use and first aid available for all residents willing to participate, with refresher
courses every two or three years. AEDs
could be placed every few floors, or perhaps
in the elevators so they are easy to access.
Ideally, a fire fighter’s elevator key would be
available to paramedics when they arrive at
the scene to prevent interference in their use
of the elevators. Another precaution would
be to encourage seniors who live alone (and
who are at higher risk of cardiac arrest than
their younger peers) to wear pendants that
call for help if the wearer falls.
New smart phone apps, such as an American
app called Pulse Point, are being developed
to help connect trained citizens with heart
attack victims. While ideally everyone should

be trained in first aid and CPR, the app recognizes that some people are more likely to
step in and help, so they can sign up and be
alerted if someone needs help within a quarter
mile of their location. Hopefully, apps like this
will be adopted in our jurisdictions to help get
aid to victims more quickly. Over time, these
will likely be refined so that trained citizens
in a particular building can be alerted when a
problem strikes in their building.
Apparently, fear of doing something wrong
holds people back from helping, which is
sad, especially for AED usage. The modern
equipment is basically fool proof. It gives
verbal instructions that even a child can follow. And it will not apply the shock unless
it determines that the patient needs a shock;
so there is no risk of accidentally shocking
someone who doesn’t need it.
Remember that the Good Samaritan Act
in Ontario protects individuals from being
sued if they accidentally do something wrong
when attempting to rescue someone at the
scene of accident or emergency. The Chase
McEachern Act protects owners/occupiers
who have an AED on their premises from
most liability related to providing AEDs provided that they properly maintain the unit.
Every Ontarian should seek training and
recognize that they can help. If you don’t
use an AED or CPR, the heart attack victim
will almost certainly die. If you are willing
to step out of your comfort zone and help,
you may save a life. C V

1151 Denison Street, Unit 15
L3RUnit
3Y415
1151 Denison Street,
L3R 3Y4
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